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Who We Are

Developers, experts, deployers, team members of:

– GGUS (representing also TrackTools of the T0,T1s)
– Savannah
– Trac
– Jira
– The LHC experiments

The above list was a conclusion of the TEG Operations WG2 ([Document here](#)).
• Discuss development options for each tool and interfaces between them, when required.
• Periodically present status reports at the fortnightly WLCG Operations meeting.
• Propose timelines for features’ / fixes’ entry in operation at the same meeting, to get agreement from the community.
• GGUS: Weekly tel. meetings of the dev. Team are in place for the last 5 years and work well. They cover interface issues with the T0,T1s’ TrackTools and the future of the existing savannah-ggus bridge.

• Savannah, Trac, Jira: Their future and deployment information for WLCG will be discussed f2f between MariaDZ and the experts and reported at the fortnightly.
Conclusion

• The TrackTools TF and the fortnightly WLCG Operations are a, much needed, formal forum to get community’s feedback on development choices.
• Lets coordinate across TFs the practicalities (e-group & twiki names, presentation slots).
• Comments/suggestions are Very Welcome.
• Thank You for your attention!